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Next Run No: 1643
Date: 23/01/12
Start: Denham Woods (Near Denham Bridge)
On Down: Who’d Have Thought It- Milton Combe
Hares: Mayhem
Last week’s run started as it meant to go on.... with lots of mud!!
The first obstacle of the night was the massive puddle which blocked the entrance to the
car park. Once we had negotiated that, the next challenge was parking in the mud. As
Pimp noted, with all of these people sliding around aimlessly, it was like something off of
Dancing on Ice.
So, on on with the run....
There were lots of ups and lots of downs, squelchy feet and muddy bottoms from the off.
Dog Catcher feel victim to a particularly slippery hill and ended up arse over tit at the
bottom of a slope. However, he was not the only one who couldn’t stay on his feet, as
Eleanor ended up on all fours after having an argument with a tree.
The particularly muddy mud continued to cause more problems as Russ Abbot had to
rescue Shrapnel for a particularly sticky patch while Cannon Fodder looked on laughing. I
too had a similar experience as I became stuck in the mud. My shining knight Boyle didn’t
recue me, but instead found the whole ordeal hilarious as I screamed for Ernie to haul me
out.
Some of the more observant among you may have noticed a hashers missing from the
runs who then magically appear in the pub. These so-called Hashers seem to have
disregarded the old Hash motto of “Drinkers with a running problem” and have instead
adapted it to their own habits: “Drinkers with a drinking Problem”. By the time we had
arrived, Scupper Sucker had consumed 6 pints, Can’t Remember guzzled 4 gin and
tonics, Delilah had necked a whole bottle of wine and Underlay had downed 5 pints of
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Snakebite..... Obviously these sensible people know who to spend their time a Monday
Evening.
So to the illusive tunnel.... I wasn’t lucky enough to stumble upon it (where I was, I don’t
quite know!) and Glani didn’t even know it existed! However, Racey Tracey and Caught
Short have said that it was rather exciting being left in their on their own. Perhaps this is
where Eleanor and Toby had snuck off to when they checked-in 20 minutes after the rest
of the hashers.
The last hurdle was the river. This river was sooooo cold but did wash off some of the
layers of mud that had accumulated on my trousers after I had slid down most of the hills
on my arse. Most of the hashers quiet successfully crossed the river as it only came up to
their knees. For Racey Tracey on the other hand it was a totally different story. She was
seen swimming across the river after she failed to find anyone willing to carry her across.
When we arrived back at the cars Tosh Potty’s boyfriend, Jack (virgin) had some issues
getting himself changed. Clearly his 6’6” frame wasn’t designed to be bent into funny
positions in the back of a Renault clio.....*cough* *cough*.
So, to the On Down. By the time that we had finished the run, the “Drinkers with a Drinking
Problem” were causing havoc, I hope they weren’t trying to get us banned from another
pub! During the Hash Hush Wobbly announced the naming of two new hashers after much
debate. The names Bush Tucker and Sky Lark were finally settled upon which I think are
rather tame considered that alternative that were put forward.
OnOn x

Stuff and Bits:


Quiz Night: Saturday 28th January @ Yelverton Church Hall. Tickets are £4 and can
be purchased from Can’t Remember.



Polo Shirts can still be ordered. See Ernie if you’re jealous of everyone else’s and
want to join in the fun.
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